11.06.2014; d-r Petar Stoyanovich, Minister of Culture
Your Excellency Minister,
We address you as the man representing and responsible for all matters connected to
Bulgarian culture in our government.
At the National Cinema Councilʼs meeting on the 09.06.2014, we accepted the following with
full consensus:
We consider the authors of the film “Uncle Tony, Three Fools and the Secret Service” to
be presenting one-sided and untrue information about the situation in the country, regarding
their film. They speculate with terms such as ʻdemocracyʼ, ʻfreedom of speechʼ, ʻcensorshipʼ,
and ʻharassment from institutionsʼ in the provided by them information to the European
Audiovisual Entrepreneurs (EAVE) and the European Documentary Network (EDN).
The published on 02.06.2014 letters by Mrs. Kristina Trapp, CEO of EAVE and by EDN,
personally stated by its director Paul Pauwels, followed by Cine Europa present Bulgaria in
highly negative light.
What sort of censorship and harassment by institutions are the authors claiming if their film
was supported for development by the National Film Centre, and for production by the
National Television? (the National TV is a co producer but never supported the film financially
for production – the film only received free archive) The film participated in the national
documentary festival Golden Rython; it was screened in cinemas from November 2013 to this
date, and itʼs nominated in the category Best Director at the National Film Academy. (It also
has nomination for Best Documentary, which was ignored)
The authors and producer of the film have a private-legal argument with copyright holders of
used by them old film excerpts, which can only be solved by the court of law. (We donʼt have
a legal argument. The official reason for contract termination is defamation of Donio Donevʼs
character)
The fact that Film Author, the society for collective management of copyright, has destroyed
their contract as requested by the holders of the copyrights (Donio Donevʼs and Todor Dinovʼs
relatives), which is their legal right according quotes in the law, is not censorship or pressure
from the institutions.
The fact that the Bulgarian National Television refuses to air the film is a direct consequence
from the terminated contract between the producer and Film Author. This means that the
used excerpts from Donio Donev and Todor Dinovʼs films (we donʼt use Todor Dinovʼs films)
donʼt have cleared copyrights and by point 9 in the law for radio and television, the Television
cannot air it. It is simply a question of respecting the law.
As far as the nominations for the annual awards of the Bulgarian Film Academy are
concerned, the Academy is a civil association and Bulgarian institutions have no legal right to
interfere or pressurize it.
Your Excellency Minister,
We strongly ask you on behalf of the National Cinema Council of Bulgaria and on behalf of
the country to request EAVE and EDN to remove an absolutely untrue text, discrediting the
Bulgarian institutions.
Yours respectfully,
Georgi Cholakov,
Managing Director of the National Film Centre
Ivan Georgiev-Getz
Co-chairman of National Cinema Council

